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Almeida, J.. Locally commutative power semigroups and counting factors of words, Theoretical 

Computer Science 108 (1993) 3316. 

This paper deals with the calculation of power pseudovarieties which consist of locally commutative 

scmigroups. It provides the solution of some equations and inequalities involving the power 

operator as well as some upper bounds for specific power pseudovarieties. It turns out that all the 

pseudovarieties under study are contained in the pseudovariety of semigroups associated with the 

rational languages for which membership may be tested by a finite automaton which counts 

occurrences of certain factors. 

1. Introduction 

In the mid seventies, Eilenberg [15] built an elegant bridge between the theories of 

rational languages and finite semigroups. The main connection is provided by the 

syntactic semigroup, while the suitable classifications which give the remarkable 

parallel between the two theories involve tmieties of languages and pseudovarieties of 

semigroups. In a sense, Eilenberg’s correspondence translates combinatorial proper- 

ties of languages into algebraic properties of semigroups. At the level of the classifying 

objects, this translation turns operators on varieties of languages into operators on 

pseudovarieties of semigroups. For instance, the closure of a variety of languages with 

respect to “inverse substitution” or “literal homomorphism” corresponds to the power 

operator on pseudovarieties [20, 27, 291. 

This paper is part of a systematic study of the power operator P which has been 

going on since the late seventies (see [23, 91 for recent surveys). Some of the most 
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recent achievements include the calculation of the power of the pseudovariety of 

groups [ 161; the classification of P V, where V is a pseudovariety of aperiodic monoids 

[6]; and the complete description of the powers of pseudovarieties of permutative 

semigroups 181. The crucial role played by minimal noncommutative pseudovarieties 

of monoids was pointed out by Margolis and Pin [ 191 in the somewhat simpler case of 

monoids and later the corresponding role in the category of semigroups was found to 

be played by minimal nonpermutative pseudovarieties [a]. In particular, one of the 

major open problems in the theory of rational languages, namely decidability of 

dot-depth two, amounts to the calculation of the power of one of the minimal 

nonpermutative pseudovarieties 14). 

While many important problems concerning the power operator have the same 

nature for monoids and for semigroups, stepping back to the latter case (which, in 

a very precise sense, includes the former 191) has proved to yield new insights for the 

more restricted case. This paper deals with power pseudovarieties consisting of locally 

commutative semigroups. Two types of powers of minimal nonpermutative 

pseudovarieties are locally commutative. For one of them, an effective description is 

given of its power, while improved upper bounds are obtained for the other. Some 

related equations and inequalities involving the power operator are also solved. 

A perhaps unexpected connection with certain semidirect products of pseudovarieties 

turns up in this study. The corresponding varieties of languages are characterized by 

testability by means of an appropriate counting of occurrences of factors. 

A preliminary version of this paper [S] was presented at the Colloquium on Words, 

Languages and Combinatorics held in Kyoto in 1990. 

2. Preliminaries 

The reader is referred to an introductory text such as [22] for general background 

and motivation. We collect in this section some specific basic notions and results 

which pervade our discussion. 

By a psetldocuriety we mean a class of finite semigroups which is closed under 

division and finitary direct product. In particular, the pseudovariety V(S) generated 

by a finite semigroup S consists of all divisors of finitary direct powers S’“’ of S. 

Let n be a positive integer. An n-nr~’ implicit operation is a family rr=(r~s)~~~ of 

functions 71s: S(“)+S indexed by the pseudovariety S of all finite semigroups such 

that, for any homomorphism cp:S +T between finite semigroups, the equality 

cp 1 ns= nTu cp@) holds. The component projections (x1, , X,)HXi and the semigroup 

operation (x, ~)HXJ’ are obvious examples of implicit operations; the operations 

which may be obtained by composition of these operations are called explicit opera- 

tions. A very natural nonexplicit unary implicit operation is given by XHX~ where, for 

a finite semigroup S and an element s of S, YJ denotes the idempotent power of s. 

A formal equality rc = p between two implicit operations of the same arity is called 

a pseudoidentity. An identity is a formal equality between two explicit operations of the 



same arity. A pseudoidentity rc = p is said to hold in a finite semigroup S and we write 

Sl=r=p if ns=ps. 

Since implicit operations commute with homomorphisms, if a pseudoidentity holds 

in a class of semigroups, it also holds in its divisors and in its finitary direct products. 

For a set 1 of pseudoidentities, we denote by [[Cl the pseudovariety of all finite 

semigroups which satisfy C and we say that [Cl is dejned by C or has C as a basis. 

Every pseudovariety is defined by some set of pseudoidentities [26] but we will only 

use the easy part of this result in this paper, providing compact descriptions of 

pseudovarieties by means of bases of pseudoidentities. Here are some such 

pseudovarieties: 

Corn = [xy = yxj commutative 

Corn,, k = [xy=J’x, xmfk=xmj 

Com,.,=[xy=yx, xm+“=xm] 

L Corn = [exeye = eyexeJj locally commutative (submonoids are 

commutative) 

Perm = [exyf‘= ey.xfJ permutative (satisfying some nontrivial 

permutation identity) 

Ab = [xy = yx, x0 = 11 abelian groups 

D=[xe=e] 

D,=[xyl . . . yn=yl . ..4'd DO=[x=y] 

A=[xWfl =x”] aperiodic 

DS = [( (~y)~(yx)“(xy)“)‘” = (xy)“lj (regular X-classes form subsemigroups) 

DO=[(xy)“(yx)“(xy)“=(xy)~~ 

DA=DOnA 

J= [(xy)” =( YX)~, xc’+ ’ =xw] Y-trivial 

where e and f denote arbitrary idempotents (say e= t;” and ,f= ty), xw+“‘= 

X m+w = xWxm, X0 = 1, and xw = 1 abbreviates x”y = yx” = y. There are various relation- 

ships among the above pseudovarieties. For instance, Corn = Urn Corn,,,, 

Corn,,, w = Uk Corn,,, k and D= Un D,. The last assertion is a consequence of the 

abundance of idempotents available in finite semigroups as stated in Proposition 2.1. 

For a finite semigroup S, Y(S) denotes its power semigroup whose elements are the 

subsets of S and whose operation is the usual subset multiplication: for A, B c S, 

AB= {ah: aEA, bEB}. Denote by E(S) the set of idempotents of a semigroup S. The 

following is an elementary combinatorial result which may be considered folklore (cf. 

[ 15, Proposition 111.9.21). 
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Proposition 2.1. Let S he II finite semiyroup tvith at least n elements. Then, .for any 

s 1r . . . . s,,ES, there esist indices i trndj such that 1 <idj<n und 

In particular, ~‘e he S”= SE(S)S. 

For a pseudovariety V, PVdenotes the pseudovariety generated by the semigroups 

of the form b(S) with SE V. As stated in the introduction, a general description of PV 

has been obtained for VC Perm 181. For V$ Perm, one can show that P3 V= S. The 

proof uses two main ingredients: (I) the easy observation that PV=S for V$DS 

(whose converse is also true 118, 71) and (2) the knowledge of a complete list of 

minimal nonpermutative pseudovarieties [ 11. Although the proof avoids explicit 

calculation of the powers of the minimal nonpermutative pseudovarieties, such an 

endeavour constitutes a crucial step in any attempt for further investigations of the 

operator P. We therefore proceed to list the minimal nonpermutative pseudovarieties; 

each of them is given by a generator of minimum size and the generators are grouped 

according to their type. 

Given a semigroup S and an II x 111 matrix P = (p,,) with entries in S, the m x n Rees 

mutriu semiyroup ouer S \vith .sand~~ich mrrtris P is the semigroup with universe 

( 1,. , ~1) x S x i 1, . II) under the operation 

(i,s,j)(k. t,l)=(i..spirt, I), 

and is denoted by N(S; /VI, n; P). By a completely simple semiyroup we mean a Rees 

matrix semigroup over a group. The 1~1 x M rectangular hard is the Rees matrix 

semigroup 

B(JJl, Jl) = //( io): JJZ, H; 0). 

For a semigroup S, SL denotes either S itself if S is a monoid, or S with a neutral 

element 1 adjoined, otherwise. Some of the semigroups below are described by means 

of presentations. 

A list of yenerutors of’ the mirlimal nonpermutatire pseudolurieties [I] 

(i) G,= (a, h. C; 11~ = hP = cp = 1, UC = cu. hc = ch, ha = ahc) ( p prime); 

(ii) Hp., = F * ZiqZ, the semidirect product of the additive group of the Galois field 

F with P’~ elements by the additive group of integers modulo q, where m is the 

multiplicative order of p modulo q and, fixing turf * of order y, with operation given 

by (CC, a)( 8, b) =(x + d/I, a + h) ( p, y distinct primes): 

(iii) N ‘, where N = (a, h; cl2 = h’= /XI =O); 

(iv) 13(1,2)‘, B(2. I)‘; 

(v) K,=. N(Z:pH; 2,2; [% y]) ( p prime): 

(vi) Y=(e,.s,,f: CJ’= e,,f’=,f; es=s=,s,f; e,f=,fe=O); 

(vii) Q=(e..s,t; e’=e, e.s=s. te=t. se=et=O). 
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Some of the powers of minimal nonpermutative pseudovarieties have already been 

effectively computed: PV(N’)=J [21]; PV(B(1,2)‘) and its dual PV(B(2, 1)‘) were 

obtained in [6]; and PV(Q) is given below. It is also known that PV(Y)= PJ [4], but it 

remains an open problem whether there is an algorithm to test membership in PJ (this 

is equivalent to decidability of dot-depth two; see [30] for recent results and refer- 

ences). Some new upper bounds are also described in this paper for the pseudovarie- 

ties PV(K,). 

The remainder of this section is devoted to a review of semidirect products. If S and 

T are semigroups and cp is a monoid homomorphism from T’ into the monoid of 

endomorphisms of S, then the semidirect product S * T is the semigroup with universe 

S x T whose operation is given by 

where ‘lsz=cp(tl)(s,). If V and W are pseudovarieties, then V* W denotes the 

pseudovariety generated by all semidirect products of the form S * T with SE V and 

TE W. The effective description of the semidirect product V* W has been achieved in 

some cases. 

Theorem 2.2 (Thkrien and Weiss [3 11). Corn * D = [exfyezf= ezfyexf]. 

A proof of this result is obtained in [3] by means of a refined calculation of bases of 

identities for each of the pseudovarieties Com,,k * D, which we now sketch briefly. 

For a word \v, let 

where i,(w) and t,(b~) denote, respectively, the longest prefix and the longest suffix of 

1~ of length <n, and 1 w II, denotes the number of occurrences of u as a factor of +v. Write 

N,(w) 8,,k N,(w’) if i,(w) = i,(w’), t,(w) = t,(w’), and, for every word u of length n+ 1, the 

numbers /u’I, and 1 We’ve are either equal or they are both 3m and congruent modulo k. 

The following result was originally stated only for positive values of m and n. 

However, the proof carries over without change [S]. 

Theorem 2.3 (Almeida [3]). For nonr~egative integers m and n, k> 1, and an identity 

u = c, tke ,following are equivalent: 

(9 Cow., * D,, )= ~1 = t:; 

(ii) the free object F,+2(Com,,k * D,) on n +2 generators in the pseudovariety 

Com,,k * D, satisfies u = v; 

(iii) N,(u) H,., N,(o). 

Note that Theorem 2.3 allows a description of various associated varieties of 

languages according to Eilenberg’s correspondence. Indeed, it solves the word prob- 

lem for (finite!) free objects in the pseudovariety Corn,,, * D,. Although the referred 

description follows trivially from Theorem 2.3, we state it here so as to make explicit 

the connection with languages which are recognized by counting factors in words. 
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Let K,!“; denote the set of all words \V over a finite alphabet A such that the number 

of occurrences of z! as a factor of u’ is either equal to r or both numbers are >m and 

congruent modulo k. Then we obtain the following statement (see [12] for related 

questions). 

Corollary 2.4. The wriety qf languages corresponding to Corn,,, * D, ussociates to 

eachjinite alphabet A the (,finite) Boolean algebra generuted hi 

{K,nf;k: CEA+, Ivj=n+ 1, r>O)u(cA+, A+v: Ivi=n}. 

In particular, ,for the cariety corresponding to the pseudovariety Corn * D,, on the 

alphabet A, the associated cariety ?f languuges is given by the Boolean algebra 

generated by 

IK E;“: LIEA+, /rl=n+ 1, m,r30, k>I)u(l!A+,A+c: Icl=n). 

Several decidability results concerning some of the varieties of languages of Corol- 

lary 2.4 follow since finite bases of identities have been found for the pseudovarieties of 

the forms Corn *D,, [3, Theorems 3.1 and 3.21 and Comi,k * D, [3, Theorem 4.21. 

Taking unions with respect to one of the indices, bases of pseudoidentities are 

obtained for Corn * D (Theorem 2.2) Corn,,,, * D,, and Comi,k * D 13, Theorem 4.31. 

Of course, these results are incomplete; for instance, it remains an open question 

whether Com,,k * D, admits a finite basis of identities in any case. 

We conclude this section with another complementary observation concerning the 

results of [3]. A detailed proof of a more general result may be found in [S]. 

Proposition 2.5. We hate (Corn * D)nA = (ComnA) * D. In particular, the pseudo- 

tlariety (Corn * D)nA is generuted by the relatively free semigroups on n + 2 generators 

on the pseudovarieties Corn,, 1 * D, with m, n 3 1. 

3. The pseudovariety PV(Q) 

We next identify the pseudovariety PV(Q). Note that the semigroup Q has four 

elements and the diagram of the poset of its Y-classes looks as follows: 

e 

A t 
“\ / St 

Consider the following pseudovariety of locally commutative semigroups: 

ZJ=LComn[(ef)“e~~f=ezcjj. 

In spite of its one-sided definition, the pseudovariety I!/ is self-dual. 
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Lemma 3.1. The following pseudoidentities are equivalent for a locally commutative 
semiyroup: (i) exf= (ef)“exf; (ii) exf = exf(ef)“. 

Proof. By duality, it suffices to show that (i)+(ii). In view of(i) and local commutat- 

ivity, we do have ex,f= (ef)“exf= (ef)“f(ef)“,fexf= (ef)“fexf(ef)” = exf(ef)“. 0 

The following proposition is part of a more complete result to be established below. 

Proposition 3.2. PUG Corn * D. 

Proof. Let SEU and let A, B, X, Y, ZEN with A and B idempotents. By Theorem 

2.2, it suffices to prove the following inclusion: 

AXBYAZBc AZBYAXB. 

So, let a,a’~A, b,b’~B, XGX, KEY and ZEZ. By Proposition 2.1, since A and B are 

idempotents, there exists s1,s2,sf1,s;~.4, tl, tl, t;,t;EB and idempotents e,e’EA and 

f,f’~B such that 

a=s,es,, a’ = s; e’s;, b=tlft2 and b’=t; f’t;. 

It follows that 

axbya’zb’=s,~e~s,xt,~ft,ys~~e’~s’,zt~~f’~t~ 

=~~es~~x~t~,ft~.y.s;e’~e~(ee’)~s;~z~t; f’.f.(ff’)“t;. 

Take Si = s’, e’, S2 = (ee’)ws;, I, = t; f and f2 = (if’)?;. Then, Si , S2 EA and fr , t2~B, so 

that 

uxbya’zb’=s, .e.s,xt, .f t,y~,e~,zf, .f t2 

=sl.e.s,xt,f.e.(ef)wt,ys,.e.S,zf,~e.(ef)W~~ 

=s1 ~e~S2z11~fe(ef)“~t2y~,es2xt,~fe(ef)”~i2 

=sleS,.z.i,ft,.y.S,es,.x.t,ft, 

EAZB YAXB. 0 

In particular, since QE U, we have PV(Q) G Corn * D. Moreover, since QcDA, we 

also have PV(Q)gA (in fact, PVsA if and only if VcDA [24, 73). Hence, 

PV(Q)s(Com * D)nA and we next show that we actually have equality. The proof 

portrays how the multiplication table of Q allows counting factors of words. 

Theorem 3.3. PI'(Q) = (Corn * D)nA. 

Proof. For integers m, n 3 1, let S,, n denote the free semigroup on n + 2 free generators 

in the pseudovariety Corn,, 1 * D,. By Proposition 2.5, these relatively free semigroups 



generate the pseudovariety (Corn * D)nA. Let P, = :S(Q”‘) for each integer r 3 1. Then, 

by Birkhoff’s Variety Theorem [13]. it suffices to show that, for any m,n> 1, there 

exists an integer r = r(m, n) such that P, satisfies every identity which holds in S,, ,,; by 

Theorem 2.3, this means that, for every identity u= 11 in the variables x1 ,x2, . . . . the 

following implication holds: 

P,l= U = c =G- N,,(u) 0,. 1 N,JP). (1) 

Take r = PJI x n. We view the elements of the direct power Qtr) as m x n matrices of 

elements of Q. For OEQ, let [ti] denote the constant m x n matrix with entries equal 

to a. Denote by E the 1 x n row matrix with all entries equal to e. Let V, denote the 

1 x n matrix (e . . . etse . e) with s at position ,j (,j= 1, . . . . n), and let VI = 

(s C . e) and V,+, =(e .._ e t). Finally, let Mj denote the MI x ~1 matrix with 

first row vj and all other rows equal to E. 

Let M‘=x~, . ..Y~., be a word of length n. Evaluate the variables in P, by letting 

Then the word it’ is a prefix of a word u if and only if the M x n matrix whose first row is 

(t st st) and all other rows are E belongs to the resulting value in P, for II. 

Hence, if P, satisfies the identity u = 1% and 1 u( 3 II, then the words u and I’ have the same 

prefix of length n. The cases of shorter words and suffixes of length II are treated 

similarly. 

Next, consider a word 1~ = sil . xi,, + I of length rz + 1. Evaluate the variables in P, by 

assigning to each variable .Y the set consisting of the matrices satisfying the following 

conditions for li = 1, , m. with any unspecified rows equal to E: 

~ row li is either E or any V,I such that xj, =x; 

if row k is V,I and k + 1 <m, then row k + 1 is either E or any VjL with ,jz <,j, and 

Xir = x; 

~ if row k + 1 is VjL and k + 2 < nz, then row k + 2 is either E or any V,, withj, <,jz and 

.‘;j~ = S; and SO on. 

Then, for a word II, the set U associated with it in P, contains a matrix in which 

some row has all entries equal to st if and only if \v is a factor of U. Moreover. 

(i) [st]~U if and only if Iu),.&m; 

(ii) if 1 u lx, < m, then 1 u lw is the maximum number of rows all of whose entries are 

equal to st in matrices of U. 

Hence, if P, satisfies the identity U= C, then InI,,.H,. 1 IL\I,,., establishing (1). 0 

The next result solves the inequality PXzLCom. 

Theorem 3.4. The j?ollowing conditions we equiwlent for trn!, pseudocuriety V: 

(i) P VG L Corn; 

(ii) PVE Corn * D; 

(iii) VG U; 

(iv) VcLCom atzd Y$ V. 
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Proof. (ii)+(i) follows from Corn * D s L Corn (cf. Theorem 2.2; more generally, for 

any pseudovariety W, W * D 5 L W [ 15, Chapter V( 12.7)]). 

(iii)*(ii) is given by Proposition 3.2. 

(i)=(iv): Since VzPV, certainly (i) implies that V is locally commutative. On the 

other hand, if YE V, then J s PV( Y) E PV [4], so that PV$ L Corn since, for instance, 

Y’~J\Lcorn. 

(iv)=(iii): Suppose that V satisfies (iv) but not the pseudoidentity (ef)“exf= exf: Let 

S be an element of V and e,f,sgS be such that e and f are idempotents and 

(e,f‘)“esf# esf: Replacing s by esf we may assume that esf = s and we may also assume 

that S is generated by {e,s,f}. Moreover, we may identify with 0 the elements of the 

ideal of S consisting of all elements which are not .fl-above s. 

If s is regular, then, since SEDS (as Y$ V), the product (ef)“s lies in the same 

d;p-class as s. Hence, there exists UES such that s=u(ef)“‘s, so that 

s = es = eue(qf)‘“es = e(qf)‘“eues = (e.f‘)“eus 

since SEL Corn. Since (rf )" is an idempotent, it follows that (ef)ws = s, contrary to the 

initial assumption. Hence, s is not regular. 

Suppose next that s lies in the subsemigroup (e, .f) generated by (e, f }. Then, since 

s=esf, we have ~=(ef)~ for some positive integer k. Since s is not regular, it follows 

that s is not X-below (fe)k and, so, (.fe)k=O. We deduce that Y is isomorphic to the 

quotient of the subsemigroup of S x S generated by ((e, e), (Je),(s,O)$ modulo the 

ideal consisting of the elements not I-above (s,O), contrary to the assumption that 

Y$ v. 

Suppose next that s<~ ef: Let u and c be elements of S such that s=uefu. Since we 

have already shown that s is not regular and s#(e, .f‘), exactly one of the elements 

u and v involves precisely one factor s in any expression in the generators s, e and ,fi 

while the other lies in (e, j’). Examining all resulting possibilities and taking into 

account that e.sf=s and that e andfare idempotents, we obtain one of the following 

three cases 

s = (e,f)ks, s=s(ef)” or s=(e.f)ks(e,f)‘, 

where k and 1 are positive integers and, therefore, one of the following 

s=(ef‘)“s or s=s(ef)“. 

But, by the argument in the proof of Lemma 3.1, both possibilities contradict our 

initial assumption since Vc L Corn. Hence, e.f is not .g-above s and, therefore, e,f=O. 

Similarly, ,fe=O. Hence, we have S2 Y, in contradiction with the hypothesis that 

rqv. 0 

Finally, we solve the equation PX=(Com * D)nA 

Corollary 3.5. For a pseudovariety V, PV=(Com * D)nA !f and only if Q belongs to 

V and V is contained in UnA. 
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Proof. Suppose first that PV=(Com*D)nA. Then, since VcPVcA, we have by 

Theorem 3.4 

V’s UnA = L Comn[qfex,f= ex,fjnA. (2) 

Now Q is a nonpermutative member of (Corn * D)nA and P Perm = Perm [2]; whence 

V contains some nonpermutative semigroup. Hence V contains one of the generators 

of the minimal nonpermutative pseudovarieties listed in Section 2 [l]. Among the 

semigroups in that list, the only that are aperiodic and locally commutative are Y and 

Q. But Y fails the pseudoidentity efexf=ex,f: Hence, QE V. 

Conversely, suppose that QEV and VG UnA. Then, by Theorem 3.3, we have 

(Corn * D)nA E PV. For the inverse inclusion, use Proposition 3.2 and the observa- 

tion that UnA satisfies (ef‘)2 = e,f(cf. (2)) to conclude that CJnA c DA and, therefore, 

PVGA [24,7]. 0 

4. The powers PV(K,) and related pseudovarieties 

Let us consider next the pseudovarieties V(K,). The semigroups K, with prime 

p have the property that, in a finite completely simple semigroup S over an abelian 

group, the idempotents form a subsemigroup if and only if K,,E V(S) for some prime 

p [25]. One can also show that [25] 

V(K,) = [.x”+ ’ = x, (xz’x)~ = xp, xyxzx = xzxyx]. (3) 

The next proposition gives another identification of the same pseudovariety which 

again calls the intervention of semidirect products. 

Proposition 4.1. V(K,)= ComO.p* D1. 

Proof. In general, the relatively free semigroups over pseudovarieties of the form 

V* Dk may be represented as subsemigroups of nilpotent extensions of Rees matrix 

semigroups over relatively free semigroups over V [lo, Theorem 5.51 and the nil- 

potent extensions in question still lie in V* Dk. In the present case, V= ComO,p is the 

pseudovariety generated by Z/pZ and, as k = 1, there is no need for nilpotent exten- 

sions, so that the relatively free semigroup over Corn,,,* D1 embeds in a Rees matrix 

semigroup over some direct power (Z/pZ)ck) and, therefore, lies in the pseudovariety 

generated by K,. Conversely, K, lies in Corn,,,* D1 by the above cited property 

of K,. 0 

The following result may be established by a straightforward computation using the 

above properties of the semigroups K,. It is also a particular case of a more general 

result due to Margolis [18, 71. 

Lemma 4.2. PV(Kp)l=xWiP=.u’“. 
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This leads to another perhaps more surprising pseudoidentity which holds in the 

power PV(K,). 

Proposition 4.3. PV(K,) I= x2yxw = xwyx2 

Proof. Consider the following identity: 

stxyz = sxJ’zs(sxzs)~- ‘stxz. (4) 

In view of Proposition 4.1, we may apply the algorithm for testing when an identity 

holds in Corn O,p* D, to deduce that (4) holds in K,. We use this identity to show that 

PV(K,) satisfies the pseudoidentity x2yxo = xwyx2. 

Let SE V(K,) and let A, BEY(S). Choose n>2 such that A”=A”. For DEB, 

ar,a,~A, a’EA2 and ti~A”-‘, we have 

a’ba,aa,=a’a,aa a’(a’a a u’)~-’ ’ 2 1 2 a ba, ~2 Cb (4)l 

EA”+~*BA’ 

= A”BA2 (by Lemma 4.2). 

Hence, A’BA”E A”BA’ and equality follows by duality. 0 

Again by Theorem 2.3, it follows from Proposition 4.3 that Corn,,,* D3 is not 

contained in PV(K,) since the pseudoidentity x”yx2 = x2yxw fails a suitable counting 

test for factors of length 4. Thus, the tempting guess that PV(K,) is equal to 

(Corn *D)n[l~“+~= x”] turns out to be false. The computation of PV(K,) remains 

open at present. 

One may also ask how far we can reach in the calculation of the operator P if we 

avoid the semigroups K,. To answer this question in the context of the pseudovariety 

U, consider the following subpseudovariety: 

The next proposition follows from [S, Lemma 6.5.161 but we give a direct proof here. 

Proposition 4.4. The pseudovariety U’ is the largest subpseudovariety of U not contain- 

ing any of the semigroups K, bvith p prime. 

Proof. Since the semigroups K, do not satisfy the pseudoidentity (ef)‘=ef; they 

certainly do not belong to the pseudovariety U’. Suppose, on the other hand, that S is 

an element of U such that Kp$ V(S) for any prime p. We must show that SEU’. We 

show that the assumption S$U’ leads to a contradiction. 

Since S$ U’, there exist idempotents e and f in S such that (ef )2 # ef: We may then 

assume that S is generated by (e, f }. 

Since Sl=(ef)“exf=exf we have (ef)“+’ = ef and so the X-class J of ef is a com- 

pletely simple semigroup (cf. [14]). Since SELCom, J is a completely simple semi- 

group over an abelian group. As (ef)’ #ef; it follows that Kp~ V(S) for some 

prime p. 0 
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As to the computation of PU’, the following provides a useful upper bound. 

Proposition 4.5. PU’I=x”+’ (xy)L’y”‘+ ’ = x”(.~y)(3+~ yW. 

Proof. Note that U’ satisfies the following pseudoidentities: 

x ” + ‘Jif‘= .xwxx”~J?‘.f (since rLlf’= eJ1fe.f) 

= x~~J:~.Y~.x.Y”~ (as U’ z L Corn) 

= .Py,j:YcO + ‘.f (5) 

Moreover, U’G DO and it is not hard to show that, for any semigroup in DO and any 

e,,J a, bES with e and ,f‘idempotents and ,f; a and b Y-above e, we have eabe = eafbe 

Cl 11. 
Let SEU and let n be an integer greater than 1 S/ such that .~(S)~=x”=.x”. Let 

A, BE.‘P(S), ui, USE A and hi, b,EB (i= 1, .., IZ + l;,j= 1, ., n). By Proposition 2.1, there 

existintegersi,j,k,/,randssuchthat l<i<j<n+l, l<k<l<n+l, l<r<s<nand, 

for the following idempotents 

e=(a,...aj_,)“, y = (a; b; . . u$ 1 b: 1 ),‘I, f’=(bk...br_l)“, (6) 

we have 

Ul... ~,+~=a,...u~_,ea~...a,+,, 

bl...b,,+l= bl...bk_l,f’b ,... b,+l, 

a;b’,...~~~,b~=a;b;...a~~lb~_l~Nbbl,...u~b~,. 

It follows that 

al ...a,+1 u;b;...u;,b:,b ,... b,+l 

=u ,,,c,._ eu!‘p’a?+l 
1111 I eu,...u,,+,u~b’~...c~~_lb~~,ya~b(,...u~b~ 

b,...b,~,j’b;;“‘b~-l~br...b,+l [by (6) as U’GDO] 

=ul . ..umled-’ euj...u,,+lu;b;...u:~,b~~,ya~i’yb~+’y 

u~b:...a;,hb$,...h,~,,tbp-l/b ,... b,+l [by (5) and its left-right dual] 

=~,...a._ e&-l I1 L eaj...u,,+,N’~b’~...~/:~~b:_~~(uib~)’Uf’g 

u~b~...a~b~b,...b,~,f‘b;“~‘fb,...b,,+, (see below) 

,A”(AB)“+‘B”‘, 

where the above step is justified by the following calculation: 

11~uyu:I) + ’ gbr + ’ yt’b;” 

=u~u(~u:“yb;;‘~)~~up,+‘gb,“+’ (g&‘~gb~g)“‘vb~ (since e.x,f= e1xe.f) 

=u~~(su:“yb~s)‘“(uibk)‘.‘+‘(yu:“yb~y)”~~b;’ (as U’sDO) 

=u~~~~(u;bk)‘“+‘~~t:b;;’ (as above). 
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Hence, A”(B)“+ ’ B’“E II”+’ (AB)‘“B”f’. The reverse inclusion is proved 

similarly. 0 

Evaluating x and y in K, by 

x=(1,0,2) and y=(2,0, l), 

we get xW+l (xJ’)wyc,) + 1 + x(“(xy)w + 1 40 J so that K,$PU’. This yields the following 

consequence of Proposition 4.5. 

Corollary 4.6. PU' s Corn * D. 

The problem as to whether the equation PX= Corn * D has any solution remains 

open. 

There are several other pseudoidentities one may prove to hold in PU’ by the 

argument of Proposition 4.5. For instance, PU’ satisfies xwt lyxw=xo~xw+ ‘. Of 

course, all such pseudoidentities are also valid in 

W= [(Corn * D)nA] V Ab 

since the first term in the join is contained in PU’ by Theorem 3.3 and Abg U’, so that 

WG Pu’. It remains an open question whether we actually have PU’= W. 

As a final remark, we compare some of the pseudovarieties involved in this paper: 

u’= L Comn[qfe.uf’= e.~fj 5 Us PU 

G Corn * D s L Comn [exfe.f= e,fex,f] E L Corn. 

All of the above inclusions but PUG Corn * D are known to be strict. Indeed, each of 

the semigroups K, lies in U\U’. Since P*U is the pseudovariety of all finite semi- 

groups [2], clearly, U# PU. The semigroup presented by 

(e,J;s,t;e*=r,,f’=j; esf=s, etf=t,fs=te=e,f=O) 

does not belong to Corn * D but lies in the following term in the above chain. Finally, 

the semigroup presented by 

(e,.f;s;e2=e,,f2=j; esf=s,,fs=efe=O) 

separates the last two terms in the chain. 
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